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AN ANGLICAN RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY



We are 16 Christian brothers, young and old, living together, 
seeking to follow the call of Christ in a common life of prayer, 
hospitality and learning in the monastic tradition founded by  
St Benedict.
We gather five times a day to celebrate the liturgy and sing the daily 
prayers to plainsong, in service of God and for the healing of the world. 
This is a household of faith which belongs within the Church of England 
and has friends across the globe. Open to all, many who come find faith 
re-kindled or vision refreshed.

Perhaps God is prompting you to spend time here away from the pressures 
of daily life. You will find a welcome, with space to be alone, and 
conversation ranging from the merry to the profound and back again.

There is a lot to experience here, and many join us each year for retreats, 
pilgrimages or study and quiet days. We also welcome individuals and 
small groups who want to follow their own pattern, praying and eating with 
the brothers.

Whether you are seeking to stretch your mind, re-connect with the heart, 
be renewed in commitment to follow Christ, or simply to rest, there may be 
something in this leaflet for you.

OUR LIFE 
AND WORK
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OUR EVENTS
Our Mirfield Centre facilitates our mission and engagement with the 
Church and the world.

Our programme gives details of a wide variety of retreats and study 
days that are taking place here and elsewhere. In July 2018 we launch 
our Year for Vocation and we will be journeying around the country 
encouraging others to think about Christ our Call. We offer an 18 to 
30’s retreat, as well as a Monastic Experience week for those who are 
exploring Christ’s call in their lives.

Two of our retreats are recurring:

Individually Guided Retreats 
You will spend a week in personal prayer and reflection on scripture, 
sharing silence with the Community. There are no addresses as in other 
retreats. Rather, each person, meeting daily with an experienced guide, 
follows their own path as it seems God is leading them. The emphasis is 
on integrating body, mind and heart in faith.

Pilgrimage Weekends 
As Christians, we journey with Christ through the years of our life. 
Sometimes people leave their ordinary surroundings and make a special 
journey to spend time in the presence of God in a special place. Our 
Pilgrimage retreats are an invitation to come to such a place and stay 
with us for a short time – to worship, eat and talk with the brothers 
of Community; to explore faith together; and to see what the Rule of 
Benedict might have to say for your own daily living. Come and walk 
with us, wherever you are on your faith journey. Whether you come 
alone or bring a group from your parish you will find companions for 
that journey and experience the mystery of the Resurrection, the 
life-giving love of God at the heart of all things.

Monasteries are centres of learning, and study and educational work 
are part of the makeup of monastic life. Throughout the academic 
year we offer a range of study days and courses. This year’s Walter 
Tapper Lecture will be given by Professor John Harper, and we are also 
celebrating the life and work of our brother Neville Figgis CR, with a 
centenary conference. 

These events and more can be found in the following pages, with contact 
details at the bottom of each page and also at the back of the leaflet.

Unless shown otherwise, prices include accommodation in the retreat 
house and all meals. There is a small supplement for our en-suite rooms.
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

AUGUST 2018  
5–12 AUGUST  
August Individually Guided Retreat  
See p4 for a description. 
£385

17–19 AUGUST
Pilgrimage Weekend 
Fully booked – no further places available, but see later for other pilgrimage 
weekends running in 2018 and 2019.

24–27 AUGUST  
Bread of Heaven 
August Bank Holiday Retreat 
Bread appears in the Bible 306 times and has long been a staple of the 
diet; Benedict’s rule gives instructions on the quantity each should receive. 
During this silent retreat, spend time in prayer, with music, art and literature, 
with Jesus in the Most Holy Sacrament of the altar – and we might bake 
some bread along the way!
Leaders: Fr Aidan CR and Br Fabian nCR
£190

STUDY AND PRAYER DAYS
01924 481920 centre@mirfield.org.uk 5
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SEPTEMBER 2018  
6–9 SEPTEMBER  
18 to 30’s Retreat 
What do I do next? Whether thinking of a job, or further study, it’s a big 
question. But what does God think? You have gifts and talents that are 
God’s gift to you and using them to the full helps us come alive – ‘The glory 
of God is a person fully alive’ (St Irenaeus).Take time to reflect on your life, 
supported by the prayers of the Community. You never know what God has 
in store!
Leader: Br Jacob CR
£100

17–21 SEPTEMBER  
Don’t Mention the War
A Germany Themed Retreat 
What makes modern Germany and what is the role of the church in 
German culture? This is a chance to look at how our prejudices have 
shaped our understanding, German of British and vice versa.
Leader: Fr Thomas CR
£250

21–23 SEPTEMBER  
Journalling Retreat 
Keeping a reflective journal can help us to become more attentive, to 
notice what is going on – within ourselves, other people and the world 
around us. Learning to look and listen with the eyes and ears of the heart 
brings us into a deeper relationship with God and God’s creation. This 
weekend offers you time and space, in this special place of prayer, to 
practice that attentiveness through the written word. Whether you regularly 
keep a spiritual journal or will be trying it for the first time, this retreat will 
encourage you to see the holy in the ordinary.
Leader: Revd Canon Barbara Clarke, Associate CR and Guest Warden
£125 

22 SEPTEMBER 10.00am – 3.30pm  DAY EVENT
Gypsies and Travellers
A Community Outside a Community 
A day to explain and educate, looking at stereotypes and prejudices; 
definitions and backgrounds; health, education and welfare; and the need 
for religious leadership and support.
Leader: Robert Dawson, writer and educationalist
£22 includes lunch

28 SEPTEMBER 10.00am – 3.30pm DAY EVENT
Creative Spaces 
A felting workshop, including times of stillness, quiet and simple meditation.
Leader: Revd Anne Wood
£25 includes lunch and all materials 

30 SEPTEMBER – 7 OCTOBER  
Autumn Individually Guided Retreat 
See p4 for a description. 
£385

RETREATS, OR TO STAY A WHILE
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OCTOBER 2018  
2 OCTOBER  DAY EVENT
Space, People and Ritual
The First Cathedral at Salisbury’
7th Annual Walter Tapper Lecture 
The first cathedral at Salisbury (Old Sarum) has been ruinous since at least 
1250, but it was the space in which the Use of Salisbury was established 
in the 12th century. Using the Customary drawn up for the cathedral (and 
edited by Walter Howard Frere in the ‘The Use of Sarum’), the evidence of 
the ruins and the early 20th century excavation, and recent enactments of 
medieval liturgy, it is possible to piece together something of the experience 
of worship in this lost building. The building proved to be so influential, not 
only on the new cathedral built in the 13th century, but also on liturgical 
practice throughout much of Britain up to the Reformation and beyond. 
Leader: Professor John Harper
FREE pre-booked supper available for £7.50

12 – 14 OCTOBER 
Music Retreat 
As summer gives way to autumn enjoy this Holy time to reflect, with the help 
of some of the great composers.
Leader: Br Philip CR
£125

12–14 OCTOBER 
CSMV & CR Joint Retreat
at Wantage 
We have longstanding links with the Community of St Mary the Virgin, 
Wantage. During this retreat we will reflect together on various approaches 
to prayer, and ponder the rhythms of life and the attitudes that have inspired 
others to grow spiritually in God's creation.
Leaders: Sr Stella CSMV and Br Jacob CR
£140

13 OCTOBER 10.00am – 3.30pm DAY EVENT
Blue Planet, Blue God
In this study day we will explore how environmental insights on the sea also 
connect the ocean with other key issues of broader concern – spirituality, 
economics, chaos and our place in the world. 
Leader: Rebecca Watson, author
£22 includes lunch

16 OCTOBER 2.00pm – 4.30pm  DAY EVENT
Full of Character
Educating the Digital Generation for a Humane Future
Education needs to anticipate an age when automation is going to affect 
the job market in potentially devastating ways. We look at an understanding 
of what it means to try to be human and humane in a digital age, drawing 
on Christian insight and wisdom to critique more instrumentalist views of 
learning.
Leader: The Very Revd Dr Frances Ward, theologian and writer 
£9 includes afternoon tea

STUDY AND PRAYER DAYS
01924 481920 centre@mirfield.org.uk 7
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OCTOBER 2018  
22–26 OCTOBER  
Digging into the Psalms
Clergy Retreat 
Wonderful and alien, the Psalms are sometimes balm to the soul and at 
other times more hard work than we would care for. Here we explore ways 
to enable them to grow as our daily bread.
Leader: Fr George CR
£250

27 OCTOBER 10.00am – 3.30pm  DAY EVENT
Exploring Silence
The Heart of Prayer  
A workshop facilitated to create a safe space for participants to 
explore silence.
Leader: Dr Alison Woolley, Director of Seeds of Silence
£22 includes lunch 

NOVEMBER 2018  
2–4 NOVEMBER 
The Way of the Heart
All Saints-tide Retreat 
Fr Richard Carter and Fr Simon Holden CR share their different perspectives 
and experiences of God gained over eighteen years of meeting together at 
the Community of the Resurrection (Simon being Richard’s spiritual director 
over this time). It will take place within the rhythm of the Community’s life of 
prayer and give those participating the opportunity to experience the daily 
pattern of worship, silence, reflection and sharing, while listening to ‘the 
way of the heart’.
Leaders: Fr Richard Carter and Fr Simon CR
£125

3 NOVEMBER 10.00am – 3.30pm DAY EVENT
Understanding Love and Power
How can we love better? Can power be used ethically? An interactive 
workshop giving a chance to explore our beliefs and behaviours as we seek 
to bring about the kingdom of God on earth.
Leader: James McCarthy, Quaker and educator
£22 includes lunch 

12–16 NOVEMBER 
Confessions Workshop
The week revives something of a tradition at the Community. Once known 
as ‘sin week’ it is open to all, and offers a chance to find out about 
making and hearing confessions in the Church of England, and ways of 
understanding the practice. We will look particularly at issues posed by 
the needs of safeguarding and how to respond to difficult cases. There will 
be an opportunity to make your confession to a priest of your choice and 
to explore liturgical aspects. The week will be introduced by Bishop Alison 
White. 
Leaders: The Very Revd Andrew Nunn, Dean of Southwark and Fr Thomas CR
price on request (residential and non-residential) 
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23–25 NOVEMBER  
Into the Way of Peace
Armistice Centenary Retreat 
How does a Christian live in a world where there are ‘wars and rumours of 
wars’? World War 1 and the century which followed is arguably the most 
dramatic era in human history. Use poetry, art, cinema and popular culture 
(including Comic Cuts and The Rainbow) to reflect on the peace of God and 
his will for each of us, learning about love, conflict, sacrifice, death (perhaps 
about hell) and about the gift and opportunity of living in the 21st century.
Leader: Fr John CR
£125

24 NOVEMBER 10.00am – 3.30pm  DAY EVENT
Luke
Exploring the Third Gospel 
Luke gave us some of the best loved Gospel stories, but how do they fit 
in with Luke’s wider Gospel? Here we will explore the composition and 
theology of Luke’s Gospel, what mattered to the author concerning Jesus 
and the Church and how it was communicated.
Leader: Dr Dorothea Bertschmann
£22 includes lunch 

26–30 NOVEMBER  
Pre-Advent Clergy Retreat
Further details to follow.
Leader: Fr Thomas CR 
£250

DECEMBER 2018  
8 DECEMBER 10.00am – 3.30pm DAY EVENT
Arise, Shine for your Light has Come
Listening to Isaiah in Advent 
A Quiet Day focusing on the purpose of the Church’s year with special 
reference to Advent and listening to the voice of Isaiah in our readings.
Leader: Bishop John Flack
£22 includes lunch 

14–16 DECEMBER 
Pilgrimage Weekend 
See p4 for a description.
£110

STUDY AND PRAYER DAYS
01924 481920 centre@mirfield.org.uk 9



JANUARY 2019  
19 JANUARY 10.00am – 3.30pm DAY EVENT
Great Faith Journeys of the World 
A look at some of the great journeys in the Bible, from both Old and New 
Testaments, leading to a final session on faith journeys we can make today 
– pilgrimage!
Leader: Revd Bruce Carlin
£22 includes lunch

27 JANUARY–3 FEBRUARY  
Winter Individually Guided Retreat 
See p4 for a description. 
£420

FEBRUARY 2019  
2 FEBRUARY 10.00am – 1.00pm  DAY EVENT
What Would Jesus Post? 
If Jesus had access to the internet what would he post? And, as importantly, 
what wouldn’t he post. Intriguing questions of those of us who engage with 
the internet. Which biblical principles inform its use? How might Christians 
steward their online presence? What does it mean to follow Jesus in this 
critical area of our lives?
Leader: Revd David Robertson
£9 includes coffee and cakes (optional lunch extra)

8–10 FEBRUARY  
Pilgrimage Weekend 
See p4 for a description.
£135

16 FEBRUARY 10.00am – 3.30pm  DAY EVENT
So How Did Early Christians Live and Worship?
Lessons for Today 
A reflective study day. Further details to follow.
Leader: Revd Dr Kenneth Calverley
£22 includes lunch 

18 – 22 FEBRUARY  
Pre-Lent Clergy Retreat
Further details to follow.
Leader: Fr George CR
£270

RETREATS, OR TO STAY A WHILE
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25–28 FEBRUARY  
Meeting God in the Garden Retreat 
Seasons of Spiritual Growth 
In the Bible spiritual growth is likened to the natural development processes 
of plants, and the part played by gardeners, whether human or divine. 
Meeting God in the Garden will explore four recurring movements of this 
growth: becoming rooted and grounded in God; emerging into being 
in response to God’s invitation; struggling towards abundance through 
resistance; bearing fruit and being willing to fall. They are seasons that meet 
us afresh within a lifetime of growing, stirring us once more into abundant 
life.
Leader: Christopher Chapman, retreat leader, spiritual director and author
£250

MARCH 2019  
1–3 MARCH  
Railway Retreat 
Enjoy a weekend of monastic hospitality, prayer and worship with the 
Community, including a visit to the Keighley and Worth Valley Railway on 
the Saturday. The colder weather of early March should create some good 
clouds of steam and smoke! A reasonable level of mobility is required as 
there are steps in several places. Holy smoke on the Sunday. Participants 
are invited to bring along some railway-related pictures, books, stories or 
artefacts to share with the group.
Leader: Br Philip CR
£160 includes excursion

1–3 MARCH  
CSMV & CR Joint Retreat
at Wantage 
The Community has longstanding links with the Community of St Mary the 
Virgin, at Wantage. This is a good time for all, sharing the fruits of Religious 
Life, and the commonality of life together in Christ, wherever we truly find 
ourselves. 
Leader: Br Jacob CR and Sr Stella CSMV 
price on request 

2 MARCH 10.00am – 3.30pm DAY EVENT
Soul Food for Care Givers 
Exploring classical and contemporary images of care-giving through the 
medium of visual arts.
Leader: Revd Dr Tiffany Conlin
£22 includes lunch 

12, 19, 26 MARCH and 2 APRIL 7.30pm  DAY EVENT
Lenten Evenings
at the Mirfield Centre
Further details to follow.
£5 per evening or £15 for all 4, includes light refreshments 

STUDY AND PRAYER DAYS
01924 481920 centre@mirfield.org.uk 11



MARCH 2019  
22–24 MARCH  
Prepare for the Pasch
Lay Lent Retreat 
We will be looking ahead to Easter, taking some of the wonders of the 
church’s liturgy for Easter as our guide.
Leader: Fr Thomas CR
£135

23 MARCH 10.00am – 3.30pm  DAY EVENT
Living the Tension Between Suffering and Grace 
How do we live the tension between our experience of suffering and our 
experience that God intervenes to help us? Over the course of the day we 
will look at some ways that believers have wrestled with the question of 
suffering and explore new ways of understanding our faith as living the 
tension between suffering and grace.
Leader: Revd Erik Peeters
£22 includes lunch 

29–31 MARCH  
Pilgrimage Weekend 
See p4 for a description.
£135

APRIL 2019  
2–4 APRIL  CONFERENCE
Churches in a Pluralist World
The Theological Legacy of John Neville Figgis CR 1866-1919 
Brilliant historian, political philosopher and theologian, J. N. Figgis CR was 
one of the great minds of the early twentieth century. He was also a lovable 
if slightly eccentric priest whose own scepticism helped him to understand 
the problems that other people had with belief, but whose sense of the 
absolute priority of God and the love of God lent rare power to his writing 
and preaching. Although Figgis died before the worst manifestations of 
twentieth-century totalitarianism, he was implacably opposed to all forms 
of absolutism. He favoured a broadly distributist and bottom-up view of 
authority that respects the integrity of individuals and of the communities 
and institutions that make up civil society, including the Church. Figgis is 
a prophet of modern pluralism. Speakers for this centenary conference 
will include Revd Prof Ephraim Radner, Prof William Cavanaugh and Revd 
Canon Dr Andrew Grosso.
£185 non-residential rates available on request

12 APRIL 10.00am – 3.30pm  DAY EVENT
Sacrifice and Salvation 
Passiontide Quiet Day
A Quiet Day in preparation for Easter.
Leader: Revd Canon Dr Loveday Alexander
£22 includes lunch 

RETREATS, OR TO STAY A WHILE
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13–21 APRIL  
Holy Week Experience 
Experience the beauty of the ancient ceremonies and liturgies of the Passion 
alongside members of the College and Community. A period of living and 
praying together, with time to be quiet and time to talk and celebrate. The 
week explores the meaning and hope we find in the death and resurrection 
of Jesus.
price on request

MAY 2019  
6–9 MAY  
Greek for Fun 
Further details to follow.
Leader: Fr Nicolas CR
£200

9 MAY 10.00am – 3.30pm DAY EVENT
The Interior Castle
Exploring the 7 Dwelling Places of Prayer 
This retreat day will explore St Teresa of Avila’s famous pioneering work, a 
treasure chest of guidance, hope, warning and wisdom, a well of insight for 
the spiritual seeker. 
Leader: Donna Worthington
£25 includes lunch

24–26 MAY  
Spring Bank Holiday Pilgrimage Weekend 
See p4 for a description
£135

JUNE 2019  
2–9 JUNE  
Spring Individually Guided Retreat 
See p4 for a description. 
£420

14 JUNE 10.00am – 3.30pm DAY EVENT
Evelyn Underhill Day 
Further details to follow.
Leader: Revd Prof Jessica Malay
£22 includes lunch 

STUDY AND PRAYER DAYS
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JUNE 2019  
21–23 JUNE  
Labyrinth Retreat 
An opportunity to draw aside and reflect on your life’s journey as we unfold 
the history of the ancient form of the labyrinth and its use as a sacred 
space for prayer and meditation. Whether you walk the turf labyrinth by 
candlelight, an indoor cloth ‘pebble’ labyrinth, or a hand-crafted wooden 
finger labyrinth, follow the winding path to the still and abiding centre. 
Plenty here to inspire and respond to - in prayer, poetry, prose or artwork.
Leader: Kay Barrett, Veriditas labyrinth facilitator
£200 

30 JUNE  DAY EVENT
Family Fun Day 
The Community opens its doors to local people for a day of fun, family 
friendly activities, entertainment and refreshments. All are welcome to 
explore the grounds and to take a tour of the Church.
FREE

JULY 2019  
1–5 JULY  
Monastic Experience 
Are you wondering if you might be called to the religious life? Come and 
spend some time living in a monastic community, and looking at how the 
Rule of St Benedict provides instruction on balancing the various parts of 
life. Through sharing in CR’s worship and prayers, household and garden 
chores, studying scripture, attending addresses and discussions on the 
religious life, participants can experience this life from the inside, explore 
questions, and embark on a journey of discernment. Open to single men 
and women, aged between 18 and 45.
£50 contribution

2 JULY 10.00am – 3.30pm DAY EVENT
Quiet Garden Day  
Further details to follow.
Leader: Sr Stella CSMV
£22 includes lunch 

6 JULY  DAY EVENT
CR Festival Day 
The Community welcomes parishes, groups and friends from around the 
world to celebrate the common life of the Church.
FREE pre-booked lunch optional

RETREATS, OR TO STAY A WHILE
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AUGUST 2019  
5– 7 AUGUST  
Heart and Soul
Singing Retreat  
This retreat will encourage and inspire you as you discover the joy of using 
your unique voice in harmony with others. The singing sessions are informal 
and no previous singing experience, or ability to read music, is required. 
You will be introduced to a varied repertoire which can include songs from 
the African continent (both spiritual and secular), Taizé chants, Georgian 
songs and original songs from the Natural Voice repertoire.
Leader: Keely Hodgson, composer, arranger and Natural Voice Practitioner
£200 

11–18 AUGUST  
Summer Individually Guided Retreat 
See p4 for a description. 
£420

23–25 AUGUST  
August Bank Holiday Retreat 
Further details to follow.
Leader: Br Steven CR
£135

30 AUGUST–1 SEPTEMBER   
Defence Against the Dark Arts Retreat  
Happiness can be found, even in the darkest of times, if one only 
remembers to turn on the light. A semi-silent retreat with the help of JK 
Rowling’s Harry Potter novels.
Leader: Br Fabian nCR
£135

STUDY AND PRAYER DAYS
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SEPTEMBER 2019  
6–8 SEPTEMBER  
18–30’s Retreat 
If you open the ear of your heart you will hear that Christ is calling: do you 
want to say yes with the freedom of grace and love? St Benedict reminds us 
‘to run while you have the light of life’. Before you head off on the next thing, 
spend time to check out your ideas with God, because God loves you and 
desires you to have Life.
Leader: Br Jacob CR
£120

28 SEPTEMBER 10.00am – 3.30pm  DAY EVENT
Quiet Garden Day
A celebration of the fullness of God as we move through the long season of 
Ordinary Time, towards harvest, whose liturgical colour is green. The 13th 
century abbess, Hildegard of Bingen, gave us the word ‘veriditas’ for the 
‘greening power of God’. This day is an invitation to spend time in a quiet 
place of prayer, immersed in the beauty and vitality of God, whose love for 
us and the world is forever green.
Leader: Revd Canon Barbara Clarke, Associate CR and Guest Warden 
£23 includes lunch

OCTOBER 2019  
4–6 OCTOBER  
From Here to Eternity
Film Retreat   
Further details to follow.
Leader: Fr John CR
£135

20–27 OCTOBER  
Autumn Individually Guided Retreat 
See p4 for a description. 
£420

NOVEMBER 2019  
1–3 NOVEMBER 
All Saints Pilgrimage Weekend 
See p4 for a description.
£135

25–29 NOVEMBER  
Pre-Advent Clergy Retreat 
Further details to follow.
Leader: Fr John CR
£270
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DECEMBER 2019  
6–8 DECEMBER 
Advent Lay Retreat 
As the liturgical year sets us again along the journey of Salvation, take time 
to wait upon Christ in this season of expectant hope. We reflect upon Christ 
who is our hope, the hope of all the world. 
Leader: Br Jacob CR
£135 

7 DECEMBER 10.00am – 3.30pm  DAY EVENT
Advent Quiet Day  
Further details to follow. 
£23 includes lunch 

13–15 DECEMBER  
Hebrew for Beginners
This really is what it says and no previous knowledge is required! Far from 
being daunted you will have fun, whilst learning some very useful skills 
which will enhance your reading and understanding of the Bible. You will 
learn, for example, how to look up words in a Theological Dictionary of 
Hebrew – that is, a dictionary in which the words are arranged according 
to the Hebrew alphabet, but which are commented on in English. This is 
often highly enlightening and regularly goes beyond what you might find 
out from even a good commentary in English.
Leader: John Wigfield, Dean of Contextual Studies, St Hild
price on request

STUDY AND PRAYER DAYS
01924 481920 centre@mirfield.org.uk 17
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 COME, VISIT & STAY
Life at Mirfield goes at a different pace: the days are punctuated with 
times of prayer and worship, Community living and times of solitude. 
You are welcome to arrange your own visit, as an individual or group, 
at a time that suits you. We can help you arrange your time with us and 
answer any questions you may have about your stay. 

We work with Schools, Colleges and Universities to offer a range of 
educational or reflective visits. We offer the opportunity to come and 
explore the tradition of the monastic life today. Students and pupils 
will meet members of the Community and can take part in a range 
of activities including experiencing the daily routine of a religious 
community, understanding silence and much more. We are able to work 
with teachers and others to tailor a visit to a group’s particular needs.

Relax in the grounds
There is a network of paths set within 20 acres of grounds – an oasis of 
wood, field and flowers amid the mill towns, canals and fields of West 
Yorkshire. The place changes with the seasons and at different times of 
the day, and you will always find something new, and a different picture 
to take. 

Shop 
We have a well-stocked shop, full of books and artefacts that will make 
great gifts for friends and family. We even have homemade items 
including, from time to time, juices and flavoured gins.

Libraries 
There is a large collection of books on site, both in the Community’s library 
and in the College’s library, and these are available to guests providing 
prior permission has been given before your stay.

Other spaces 
We have a room with a range of artist’s materials which you are 
welcome to use during your stay. We also have a large common room 
and a guest parlour, and sitting rooms where you can relax on your own 
or with friends.
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Community of 
the Resurrection
Stocks Bank Road, 
Mirfield, WF14 0BN
www.mirfield.org.uk

Find us onRegistered Charity No: 232670

CONTACT

For enquiries or
general information
community@mirfield.org.uk
01924 494318

For Retreats, 
to visit or stay
guests@mirfield.org.uk
01924 483346

For Study & Prayer Days
centre@mirfield.org.uk
01924 481920

To explore your vocation
ogartside@mirfield.org.uk

How to get here
The Community of the 
Resurrection is only minutes 
from Junction 25 of the M62. 
Mirfield station is served by 
direct trains from London’s 
Kings Cross as well as having 
excellent links to Leeds and 
Manchester. There is a bus 
stop immediately outside the 
Community’s main entrance.



CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2018/19

 2018  

5–12 Aug August Individually guided Retreat
17–19 Aug Pilgrimage Weekend

24–27 Aug Bread of Heaven August Bank Holiday Retreat
6–9 Sep 18 to 30’s Retreat

17–21 Sep Don’t Mention the War, a Germany Themed Retreat 
21–23 Sep Journalling Retreat

22 Sep Gypsies and Travellers: 
A Community Outside a Community

28 Sep Creative Spaces
30 Sep–7 Oct Autumn Individually Guided Retreat

2 Oct Space, People and Ritual: the First Cathedral at 
Salisbury, 7th Annual Walter Tapper Lecture

12–14 Oct Music Retreat
12–14 Oct CSMV & CR Joint Retreat (at Wantage)

13 Oct Blue Planet, Blue God

16 Oct Full of Character: Educating the Digital Generation
for a Humane Future

22–26 Oct Digging into the Psalms Clergy Retreat
27 Oct Exploring Silence: the Heart of Prayer

2–4 Nov The Way of the Heart, All Saints-tide Retreat
3 Nov Understanding Love and Power

12–16 Nov Confessions Workshop 
23–25 Nov Into the Way of Peace, Armistice Centenary Retreat

24 Nov Luke – Exploring the Third gospel
26–30 Nov Pre-Advent Clergy Retreat

8 Dec Arise, Shine for Your Light has Come, 
Listening to Isaiah in Advent

14–16 Dec Pilgrimage Weekend

Stocks Bank Road, Mirfield, WF14 0BN
www.mirfield.org.uk



 2019  

19 Jan Great Faith Journeys of the World
27 Jan–3 Feb Winter Individually Guided Retreat

2 Feb What Would Jesus Post?
8–10 Feb Pilgrimage Weekend

16 Feb So How Did Early Christians Live and Worship? 
Lessons for Today

18–22 Feb Pre-Lent Clergy Retreat
25–28 Feb Meeting God in the Garden – Seasons of Spiritual Growth

1–3 Mar Railway Retreat
1−3 Mar CSMV & CR Joint Retreat (at Wantage)

2 Mar Soul Food For Care Givers
12 Mar Lenten Evening
19 Mar Lenten Evening

22–24 Mar Prepare for the Pasch, Lay Lent Retreat
23 Mar Living the Tension Between Suffering and Grace
26 Mar Lenten Evening

29–31 Mar Pilgrimage Weekend
2 Apr Lenten Evening

2–4 Apr Churches in a Pluralist World: The Theological Legacy 
of John Neville Figgis CR, 1866-1919

12 Apr Sacrifice and Salvation
13–21 Apr Holy Week Experience

6–9 May Greek for Fun 

9 May The Interior Castle: 
Exploring the 7 Dwelling Places of Prayer

24–26 May Spring Bank Holiday Weekend Pilgrimage
2–9 Jun Spring Individually Guided Retreat

14 Jun Evelyn Underhill Day
21–23 Jun Labyrinth Retreat

30 Jun Family Fun Day
1–5 Jul Monastic Experience

2 Jul Quiet Garden Day
6 Jul CR Festival Day

5–7 Aug Heart and Soul Singing Retreat
11–18 Aug Summer Individually Guided Retreat
23–25 Aug August Bank Holiday Retreat

30 Aug–1 Sep Defence Against the Dark Arts Retreat
6–8 Sep 18-30’s Retreat

28 Sep Quiet Garden Day
4–6 Oct From Here to Eternity, a Film Retreat 

20–27 Oct Autumn Individually Guided Retreat
1–3 Nov All Saints Pilgrimage Weekend

25–29 Nov Pre-Advent Clergy Retreat
6–8 Dec Advent Lay Retreat

7 Dec Advent Quiet Day

13–15 Dec Hebrew for Beginners Retreat

COMMUNITY EVENTRETREAT STUDY AND PRAYER DAYS


